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KNOWLEDGE PROTECTION CHALLENGES OF SOCIAL 

MEDIA ENCOUNTERED BY COMPANIES  

Abstract 
 
Although social media (SM) represents an entirely new means of creating and sharing 

knowledge, it also presents entirely new challenges in protecting confidential information and 

other data that companies do not want to share. Companies that want to use SM for knowledge 

creation and sharing have to ensure they are able to provide adequate protection of their 

knowledge. However, knowledge protection and security-oriented knowledge management 

processes have received little attention in prior studies. This research attempts to close that gap; 

it examines which information and knowledge protection challenges arise from SM, and why 

they arise. Our three main findings include 1) a number of challenges for knowledge protection 

in social media, 2) a number of special characteristics of social media, which are causes for the 

knowledge protection challenges, and 3) a number of questions that, when answered by the 

company, can help to react to the identified knowledge protection challenges. Our findings 

increase the understanding of the dynamics between information security, knowledge protection, 

and the special characteristics of social media. In addition, our findings open up a number of 

future research questions and provide companies a tool for creating knowledge protection 

policies concerning the use of SM.  

 

Keywords: Case study, Information security, Knowledge management, Knowledge protection, 

Social media, Qualitative research. 
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1 Introduction 

Although information technology (IT) plays an important role in organizational knowledge 

management efforts (Alavi and Leidner 2001; Tanriverdi 2005), little attention has been paid to 

the unintended consequences of managing organizational knowledge in information systems (IS) 

based knowledge management research (Schultze and Leidner 2002). Knowledge management 

strategies are concerned with the creation, transfer, and protection of knowledge (Bloodgood and 

Salisbury 2001). Although recently, the use of social media (SM) in organizations has become 

more popular (Kuikka and Äkkinen 2011; Light et al. 2008), previous research on SM focused 

on how companies can use it to improve communication and collaboration both within (Annabi 

et al. 2012) and across (Katzy et al. 2012) organizational borders. Most prior research focused on 

opportunities SM represents for knowledge creation and knowledge sharing with co-workers 

(Andriole 2010; Barzilai-Nahon and Mason 2010; Ford and Staples 2010; Katzy et al. 2012; 

Seebach 2012) and customers; for example, by using online communities for open innovation 

activities (Dahan and Hauser 2002; Franke and Shah 2003; Kane et al. 2012; Wasko and Faraj 

2005). However, knowledge shared and exchanged via SM differs from traditional media 

because with SM, the content is posted in a public community, while with the later, 

communication is private (Cao et al. 2012). In comparison with more traditional knowledge 

management systems, primarily used inside the company without open interfaces with 

customers, etc., SM is already widely used by individuals to share information with their friends 

and peers (Light et al. 2008). Employees have a different attitude toward SM than traditional 

knowledge sharing systems. This represents a challenge for knowledge management and raises 

new questions concerning protection of knowledge in SM, especially when using it across 

organizational boundaries.  
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Ford and Staples (2010) stress that whether and what knowledge is being protected in an 

organization cannot be generalized and depends on the specific situation and company. Although 

knowledge protection has indeed been identified as an important topic in the field of knowledge 

management (Bloodgood and Salisbury 2001; Earl 2001; Ford and Staples 2010), security-

oriented knowledge management processes, which are designed to protect the knowledge within 

an organization from illegal or inappropriate use or theft, have received little attention in the 

literature (Gold et al. 2001). While organizations and individuals using SM exchange 

considerable amounts of information, this information is also a high value asset from a 

knowledge management perspective, and the need to protect it is a key reason why information 

security is becoming an increasingly important area of interest (Dhillon and Backhouse 2001; 

Siponen 2005). Companies that want to use SM for knowledge creation and sharing have to 

ensure that they are able to safeguard their own knowledge base. Recent worries concerning 

knowledge protection have been voiced in the SM context (Andriole 2010; Harden 2012). In 

order for companies to be able to react to knowledge protection challenges, they have to know 

why and in which ways social media represents a threat to knowledge protection. This area 

represents a clear research gap, which the present research attempts to close by applying an 

information security perspective and trying to answer the question “What are the challenges for 

information and knowledge protection that arise from employees’ use of SM, and why do they 

arise?”  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on knowledge management, 

social media, and challenges of social media to information and knowledge protection. Section 3 

outlines the research methodology. The fourth section presents the findings of our qualitative 

data analysis: knowledge protection challenges of social media, special characteristics of social 
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media which are a cause for knowledge protection challenges, and a number of questions arising 

from these challenges and special characteristics. Section 5 discusses the theoretical implications 

of our research findings. The study concludes with a summary of the contributions of this study, 

the implications for practice, the research limitations, and suggestions for future research. 

2 Theory 

2.1 Knowledge and knowledge management 

Knowledge has been identified as a valuable resource for organizational growth (Wasko and 

Faraj 2000). Carlile (2002) presents three different views of knowledge: 1) mechanistic views 

focused on knowledge as something to capture, store, and transfer, 2) the cultural view 

emphasizes the requirements of social interaction in translating knowledge before it can be 

shared, and 3) the “contested” or “political” nature of knowledge has been stressed. Wasko and 

Faraj (2000) point out that knowledge can be seen as an object, as embedded in people, or as 

embedded in the community. Knowledge can be divided into explicit (objective) and tacit 

(subjective) knowledge. Tacit knowledge consists of received experiences, is implicit in nature, 

emerges over time, and is therefore difficult to express and manage. Explicit knowledge consists 

of rational, deducted knowledge; it is easily expressed, can be written down, and passed verbally 

to others; therefore, it is typically more easily transferred (Bloodgood and Salisbury 2001; 

Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995). Nonaka (1994: 15) distinguishes between “information” and 

“knowledge”: information is defined as “a flow of messages or meanings which might add to, 

restructure, or change knowledge,” while knowledge is “created and organized by the very flow 

of information, anchored on the commitment and beliefs of its holder.” According to Stenmark 

(2002), knowledge is the tacit part of our tradition and experiences, while information is the 

small part we are able to articulate. He argues that tacit knowledge can be articulated into 
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information. Since the present research examines which knowledge protection challenges exist in 

social media environments and why, we will specifically look at how to protect the part of 

knowledge that can be articulated and shared in SM, namely information. Information protection, 

in turn, is the basis for knowledge protection. Few previous studies on social media and 

knowledge management clearly distinguish between information and knowledge; indeed, these 

terms are often used interchangeably. Consequently, we consider studies on both information and 

knowledge management and protection in our review of the previous research.  

Knowledge management is a multidimensional concept; definitions and interpretations about it 

abound (Alavi and Leidner 2001; Lloria 2008; Schultze and Leidner 2002; Wasko and Faraj 

2000). There are two paradigms of organizational knowledge management. In the organizational 

management of knowledge literature, knowledge is conceived as situated within a specific 

workgroup with distinct sociocultural rules, norms, and shared understandings. In the more 

technically oriented, knowledge-based systems literature, the use of information and computer 

technologies to communicate knowledge among distributed workgroups depends on the capture, 

storage, and transfer of knowledge between individuals in many different locations (Gasson and 

Shelfer 2007). Knowledge management in the present research is understood as with Schulze and 

Leidner (2002) who define knowledge management as “the generation, representation, storage, 

transfer, transformation, application, embedding, and protecting of organizational knowledge.” 

According to Bloodgood and Salisbury (2001), companies can gain competitive advantage with 

the assistance of three knowledge management strategies: knowledge creation, knowledge 

transfer, and knowledge protection.  

Carlile (2002) emphasizes that organizations must establish processes for managing knowledge 

across boundaries. The successful sharing of knowledge across boundaries must be conducted by 
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group members (Barzilai-Nahon and Mason 2010; Carlile 2002; Ciborra and Andreu 2001). 

Levina and Vaast (2008) maintain that each circumstance of knowledge sharing presents a 

different combination of boundaries because of the different internal and external dynamics, 

which have an effect on collaboration and aims. Individuals are not always interested in sharing 

all types of knowledge, and the organizational culture has an important effect on whether 

individuals are willing to exchange knowledge (Wasko and Faraj 2000). Not only might the 

employees be unwilling to share knowledge, but also the company itself might want to prevent 

information and knowledge sharing across the organization’s boundaries. Organizations using a 

knowledge protection strategy focus on maintaining knowledge in its original and constructive 

state; thus, preventing it from being altered, transferred to other organizations, lost, or becoming 

obsolete (Bloodgood and Salisbury 2001). However, as Gold et al. (2001) emphasize, security-

oriented knowledge management processes, which are designed to protect the knowledge within 

an organization from illegal or inappropriate use or theft, have received little attention in the 

literature. The present study investigates what challenges SM represents for knowledge 

protection and how. In the next section, we review previous research on information and 

knowledge management and protection in the context of SM.  

2.2 Social media and challenges for knowledge management 

Kaplan and Haenlein (2010: 61) define social media as “a group of internet-based applications 

that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the 

creation and exchange of user generated content.” Previous research studied the roles of, and 

challenges posed by, SM to individuals and organizations from a number of perspectives. Given 

that information sharing is not only a technical challenge but also a security and trust problem 

(Andriole 2010; Barzilai-Nahon and Mason 2010; Bulgurcu et al. 2010; Ford and Staples 2010; 
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Harden 2012), understanding how SM facilitates the exchange of knowledge in an organizational 

context is extremely important (Kuikka and Äkkinen 2011; Light et al. 2008; Seebach 2012). 

Katzy et al. (2012) argue that because SM platforms extend across the boundaries of a firm, SM 

is bringing significant change to knowledge production. They stress that the younger generation 

expresses different values toward the work they do, and their behavioral norms appear more 

relaxed. Consequently, the younger generation appears to treat knowledge as a commodity easily 

accessed from sources outside the firm boundaries. Barzilai-Nahon and Mason (2010) maintain 

that members of this generation might have developed skills, habits, and behavioral norms of 

using technology that differ from those of previous generations. Indeed, often without even 

considering its flow beyond organizational boundaries, earlier knowledge management studies 

focused primarily on internal stock and the flow of knowledge as assets closed within 

organizations. By enhancing knowledge flows in organizations, SM provides individuals with 

formal and informal ties to knowledge sources both within and beyond organizational 

boundaries. As a result, management and organizational practices become more dynamic and 

complex (Kim and Benbasat 2012). In the context of our research question, paying special 

attention to challenges related to the protection of knowledge, next we will summarize the 

challenges that previous research identified as relevant from an organizational knowledge 

management perspective in relation to SM.  

Without security-oriented processes, knowledge loses the qualities of being rare and inimitable, 

which are requisite for it to be a source of competitive advantage (Gold et al. 2001); users might 

additionally underestimate the dangers of publicly posted materials on the web (Donath 2007; 

Jagatic et al. 2007; Light et al. 2008). Specifically, in the context of knowledge sharing, 

challenges related to information security of SM have been discussed (Harden 2012; Katzy et 
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al. 2012). Blakley et al. (2001: 97) argue that “information security is required because the 

application of technology to information creates risks” and that confidential information might 

be disclosed (see also Skeels and Grudin 2009), modified in an inappropriate way, destroyed, or 

lost, which can result in financial loss, damage to reputation, etc. Gross and Acquisti (2005) 

argue that a lack of privacy in SM networks increases the risk of identity theft. Light et al. (2008) 

maintain that users trust in the privacy of social network sites; assuming these sites are “closed 

worlds,” they publish provocative material. Malik and Malik (2011) see privacy in growing 

social networks as a challenge as well. They argue that disclosing personal information in social 

networks is a double-edged sword: on the one hand, disclosure is a plus or even a must if people 

want to participate in social networks. On the other hand, disclosing personal information can 

invite malicious attacks like phishing, spamming, and distribution of malware, making identity 

theft easier, and scams easier.  

Many companies use social networking technology in their marketing efforts—to communicate 

with customers and attract new business (Light et al. 2008). However, as Aula (2010) argues, 

SM can also represent a reputation risk when using it for corporate communication. Regarding 

reputation management, he holds that it is imperative to remember that SM content cannot be 

controlled in advance, and that content cannot be managed in the same way as TV and 

newspapers (Aula 2010). Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) advise companies to remember that the 

integration of SM and traditional media is key, as these two arenas are both part of the 

company’s corporate image, and thus of the company’s reputation. Kuikka and Äkkinen (2011) 

also point out that the use of SM in a company can represent reputation challenges.  

As discussed above, organizations should establish processes for managing knowledge across 

boundaries (Carlile 2002). Skeels and Grudin (2009) studied the tensions that can arise when 
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social networks cross hierarchy, status or power boundaries at the workplace (for example, 

when people feel “forced” to connect with their boss, customers, or co-workers). They discuss 

the reality that questions concerning the legitimacy of using SM at the workplace can represent 

challenges for companies who do intend to use SM. Light et al. (2008) point out that Facebook 

accelerates the merging of people’s home and work life, simultaneously making these different 

roles both more public and more difficult to manage. Kuikka and Äkkinen (2011) identified 

identity challenges, the question of distinction between a person’s professional and private 

identity, as a challenge for companies who intend to use SM. In addition, they also identify 

ownership challenges (who is responsible for SM in the company), authorization challenges 

(who is allowed to contribute to SM), and attitude challenges (employees’ attitude toward the 

use of SM), which are also relevant from a knowledge management perspective. 

Based on previous research, SM represents challenges for a company’s knowledge protection in 

relation to information security (identity theft, scams, and phishing; disclosure of confidential 

information), to the company’s reputation, and to management of SM (crossing boundaries with 

SM; legitimacy of using SM at the workplace; merging of private and professional identity; 

questions regarding ownership, authorization and attitude). As Blindref (2012) argue, SM does 

not appear to represent a significantly greater information security threat from outside attacks 

(like malware and spam) than other forms of media, and these threats can be mitigated with 

technical methods. Therefore, the present research will not focus on technological information 

security challenges but on challenges arising from employee behavior in social media. 

3 Methodology 

The present research utilized a case study approach. Case study research is useful in examining 

“why” and “how” questions since they have an explanatory character and “deal with operational 
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links needing to be traced over time, rather than mere frequencies or incidents” (Benbasat et al. 

1987). The present research is concerned with studying what challenges for information and 

knowledge protection arise from SM, and why. Case study research is particularly useful “where 

research and theory are at their early, formative stages” (Benbasat et al. 1987). The challenges 

that SM represents for organizational knowledge protection efforts are yet unexplored; therefore, 

the case study offers a suitable research method for the present study, which involved a 

qualitative, explanatory case study (Yin 2003). 

Regarding the research setting: this study is part of a broader research initiative, wherein the 

present research concentrated on the greatest challenges that SM represents to information 

security and knowledge protection. Before completing the research, we conducted preliminary 

interviews with eight specialists in the SM and information security fields to identify topics in 

need of further analysis. For the actual research, since they are in a suitable position to evaluate 

the challenges SM represents for information and knowledge protection, we specifically selected 

informants with extensive experience with information security. The interviewees and the 

companies all wanted to remain anonymous. To obtain a broader understanding of the issue 

under study, we conducted interviews in one European country, in organizations of different 

sizes (from SME to large multinational organizations), and in both the public and private sector. 

We presented part of our findings from a strict information security perspective in Blindref 

(2012), whereas the present study focuses on the implications from a knowledge management 

and protection perspective. 

During the data collection, we conducted eleven semi-structured interviews (see Myers and 

Newman 2007) in January and February 2011. Interviews lasted from 30 to 59 minutes (average 

47 minutes), which equals a total of 88 pages of transcribed text. For the data analysis, we 
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implemented the following of Eisenhardt’s (1989) steps of building theory from case study 

research: overlap of data analysis with data collection, analyzing within-case data, searching for 

cross-case patterns, shaping hypothesis, and enfolding literature. We used the NVivo software 

tool to help conduct the data analysis. We used the challenges identified in relation to 

information and knowledge protection in Section 2.2 as pre-nodes (identity theft, scams, 

phishing; disclosure of confidential information; reputation risk; crossing boundaries with SM; 

legitimacy of using SM at the workplace; merging of private and professional identity; 

ownership, authorization and attitude toward SM). We subsequently analyzed whether and how 

they represented challenges for information and knowledge protection in SM specifically for 

companies. In the analysis, we managed to identify a number of characteristics of SM as a new 

form of media (information distribution speed; blurry audience; easily collectible information; 

generation transition), which help to explain why SM represents information and knowledge 

protection challenges for companies. In addition, we identified a number of questions companies 

should answer to protect their knowledge in the SM age. 

4 Results 

In the empirical data analysis, we were able to identify several knowledge protection challenges, 

as well as a number of special characteristics of SM as a new form of media that proved to be 

possible causes for one or more knowledge protection challenges, helping to answer the question 

why social media represents challenges to knowledge protection (see Table 1). Newly identified 

knowledge protection challenges, and the special characteristics of SM related to these 

challenges, are marked in italics. 

[TABLE 1 HERE] 
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To demonstrate the relationship between these challenges, we present them in figures with direct 

citations from the interviewees. In the text, we will add information about which interview the 

presented information is taken from by adding “Int” and a number from 1 to 11, and adding an 

additional numeral to make the identification of the correct citation in the figures possible (e.g., 

Int 5–1 for citation 1 from Interview 5). In Section 4, knowledge protection challenges are 

identified in bold letters and the related special characteristics of SM as a new form of media in 

bold and italic letters. 

4.1 Information security challenges in knowledge protection 

Information security challenges pertain to identity theft, scams, and phishing. Risks related to 

scams and phishing are noticeably greater in organizations that clearly have confidential data to 

protect (Int 1–1). In phishing and identity theft (information is tricked out of, and/or collected 

about the victim), SM is seen as offering easily collectible information about others, since 

anyone can open a SM account under a fake name and impersonate someone else. Another user 

might allow this “fake” person access to their data without realizing that this other person is 

indeed a defrauder (Int 10–1, Int 11–1). 

Disclosure of confidential information is seen as a risk from a number of different 

perspectives. Employees can accidently disclose information in SM. This can occur, for example, 

when writing a blog or posting messages in SM (Int 2–1). One interviewee pointed out that some 

people do not understand there is a difference between them and the company (Int 5–1). Another 

interviewee gave an example where an employee posted information on the progress of an 

international secret operation in a blog, telling what events were going to happen next. As a 

result, for the next operation, the company provided guidelines for the use of SM (Int 1–2). 

Employees can also intentionally disclose information. For example, some employees disclosed 
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knowledge of work conditions because they were not satisfied with their employer (Int 5–2). One 

challenge related to disclosure of confidential information, and information sharing in general, 

seems to be the blurry audience in SM. This was regarded as one reason people are more likely 

to disclose confidential information in SM—they are not completely aware of with whom they 

are sharing information. Several information security managers expressed this concern (Int 8–1). 

However, some interviewees did not see SM as any greater risk to information disclosure than 

other media (Int 6–1). Another challenge related to disclosure of confidential information 

appears to be that there are currently different “generations” at work: the younger generation 

who grew up with SM, and the older generation who start to use SM after having worked in an 

organization for many years already. As one interviewee expressed, the generation transition 

might help to decrease problems related to disclosure of information (Int 2–2). These information 

security challenges and the citations supporting our findings are presented in Figure 1. 

[FIGURE 1 HERE] 

4.2 Reputation challenge in knowledge protection 

One big concern related to SM is the reputation challenge and the control of reputation. How to 

maintain one’s reputation is regarded as the most central risk (Int 3–1). Employees posting 

“inappropriate” private opinions and pictures in SM are regarded as a potential threat to the 

organization’s reputation. Some companies deny access to social network sites, among other 

reasons, to prevent bad publicity (Int 7–1). Especially challenging in relation to reputation is the 

information distribution speed in SM (Int 3–2, Int 5–3).  

Several interviewees considered it a threat that private statements by employees could be 

interpreted as company statements. Especially with younger employees, the danger of confusing 

private and professional personas might be higher (Int 7–2), since they grew up with SM and are 
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accustomed to sharing their opinion in SM. This merging of professional and private identity in 

SM is seen by some interviewees as a bigger problem for people on a higher hierarchy level than 

for those on a lower level, since individuals in higher positions or those who are well-known 

have a stronger connection to the company in people’s minds (Int 5–4). Several interviewees 

mentioned that they adapt their communications in SM to their work role (Int 6–2, Int 1–3). The 

merging of professional and private identity is also related to the generation transition, and one 

interviewee hoped that in 10 years people would understand that individuals could post things in 

SM without that being connected to their work or employer (H8–2). Figure 2 presents the 

reputation challenges and the citations supporting our findings. 

[FIGURE 2 HERE] 

4.3 Management challenges in knowledge protection 

Several challenges relate both to the management of SM use in the company and to the role that 

SM plays in the company. From a knowledge protection perspective, these management 

challenges bring up a number of questions for the company. One management challenge 

concerning knowledge protection is the crossing of boundaries with SM, including 

communication with customers and professional peers, as well as the collection of 

information about the company in SM. Some companies use SM to communicate and connect 

with customers through blogs and/or special interest groups. For example, one company uses 

Facebook as a communication channel (Int 3–3), while another company established a discussion 

forum where certain employees observe and, if necessary, participate in customer discussions 

(Int 4–1). However, crossing boundaries in SM can also lead to conflicting situations and it is not 

always clear, for example, whether and how employees are allowed to connect with customers 

(Int 2–3). Some companies provide guidelines as to what employees can say about customers 
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and co-workers in SM (Int 3–4). Employees use SM to keep in contact and communicate with 

their colleagues and peers. LinkedIn received frequent mention as a tool for maintaining a 

network of professional peers (Int 2–4). Whether an employee uses SM in general also seems to 

be a generation transition question (Int 9–1). While some companies actively use SM to collect 

information about the company, i.e., as a source of knowledge concerning what others say 

about their company in SM (Int 3–5), others just do it ad-hoc, for instance, if someone, by 

chance, notices something mentioned about the company in SM (Int 7–3). In some organizations, 

it is not an organizational decision to follow SM, but done through the initiative of individual 

employees (Int 5–5). It also appears that SM can represent a source of knowledge about the 

company precisely because of easily collectible information that is available in SM. 

The second management challenge related to knowledge protection in SM concerns the 

legitimacy of using SM at the workplace. Whether the use of SM is allowed in companies 

seems strongly related to whether the company sees SM as a suitable tool for crossing 

boundaries. In addition, whether access to SM is allowed also depends on the work role of the 

employee. SM use is supported in companies that regard it as a channel for connecting with 

customers (Int 6–3). Another company denied everyone access to certain websites because of 

malware distribution, and prevented access to all websites but a few from certain computers 

because the work role of the employees at those computers did not demand internet access (Int 

7–4). In one company where SM did not play a large role in the company’s business operations, 

the interviewee thought that the use of SM during work time should be denied altogether (Int 5–

6). Figure 3 presents these management challenges and the citations supporting our findings. 

[FIGURE 3 HERE] 
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4.4 Knowledge protection – an integrated framework 

In this section, we present the main outcome of our research—a framework describing a number 

of knowledge protection challenges in SM, and the characteristics of SM as a new form of 

media, which turned out to be possible causes for one or more knowledge protection challenges. 

We presented these SM characteristics and knowledge protection challenges in Sections 4.1–4.3. 

Based on the knowledge protection challenges, which we identified in the empirical data, a 

number of questions concerning knowledge management arise. Answering these questions can 

help knowledge management policy makers respond to, or ideally even prevent, the identified 

knowledge protection challenges. While Table 2 summarizes these questions, it does not give a 

complete account of knowledge protection challenges that these questions arise from, but instead 

presents a number of selected examples.  

[TABLE 2 HERE] 
 
Figure 4 shows the main contribution of our research: a framework, which integrates our 

findings on knowledge protection challenges, characteristics of SM as a new form of media, 

which are possible causes for these challenges, as well as the questions arising from these 

challenges. We will discuss the most important implications of this framework for knowledge 

protection in the light of previous research in Section 5. 

[FIGURE 4 HERE] 

5 Discussion 

We will discuss the main contribution of our study, the “Framework of knowledge protection 

challenges arising from SM as a new form of media,” and the questions and challenges for 

knowledge protection arising when knowledge and information are being actively shared in SM.  
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5.1 Knowledge protection challenges and questions arising from these 
challenges 

5.1.1 Information security challenges 

Information security challenges included risks of identity theft, scams, and phishing in SM, as 

well as the disclosure of confidential information. Because SM makes it relatively easy to 

present oneself under a different identity, identity theft, scams, and phishing were all seen as 

challenges in SM. Moreover, the fact that the audience in SM is often blurry (people are not 

always aware of how many people see the information they post) makes it more difficult to know 

with whom one is actually sharing information. Therefore, the question arises as to whether 

employees actually share information with whom they think they are sharing. As Light et al. 

(2008) point out, users are often not aware that social network sites are not “closed worlds.” This 

lack of awareness contributes to the blurry audience in social media.  

The problem of disclosure of confidential information is extremely interesting from a 

knowledge management perspective. Stenmark (2002) argues that information requires 

knowledge both to be created and to be understood. From a knowledge protection perspective, 

this means that information shared in SM is not equally valuable to everyone, since it depends on 

the already existing knowledge-base, which the audience of that information possesses. This 

represents a tremendous challenge for knowledge protection—how can a company define what 

kind of information can be shared in SM by their employees? When, for example, an employee 

shares pictures containing a geotag on Facebook while they are on a ship searching for pirates 

(see Int 1–2, Figure 1), this information will not automatically result in knowledge about the 

current location of that ship. Someone who does not know, for instance, that such a pirate-

hunting operation is currently taking place probably would not be able to create knowledge 

regarding the position of the pirate-hunting ship based on the shared geotag information. Since it 
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is almost impossible to know the different knowledge backgrounds of a given audience, and in 

turn to know what kind of knowledge that audience can create based on the shared information, 

the blurry audience makes the question what information can be shared even more complicated.  

5.1.2 Reputation challenges 

The reputation challenge is strongly related to the challenge of preventing the disclosure of 

confidential information and to the question of what kind of information can be shared in SM. In 

studying information security from an information risk management perspective, Blakley et al. 

(2001) point out that improper disclosure of information can have negative effects on the 

reputation of the company. Companies are worried about employees distributing unfavorable 

information about the company (for example, see Int 5–2, Figure 1), which in turn could lead to a 

negative public image of the company. This risk, which was based on our study, is regarded as 

higher in SM than traditional media. Aula et al. (2010) also maintain that content in SM cannot 

be controlled in advance and it cannot be managed in the same way as newspapers and 

television. We add to Aula et al.’s (2010) findings by demonstrating that the high information 

distribution speed in SM contributes to this problem. Nevertheless, from a general knowledge 

management perspective, it is important to acknowledge that the high information distribution 

speed, which represents a challenge for knowledge protection, is a simultaneous strength of SM 

when the intent of a company is to share knowledge. In fact, from a general knowledge 

management perspective, the company has to ponder the advantages and disadvantages of 

protecting knowledge vs. sharing knowledge (e.g. Kim et al. 2008). A company that is especially 

protective of their knowledge and takes precautions to prevent inadvertent sharing of knowledge 

might additionally experience decreased possibilities of creating knowledge and learning by 

sharing knowledge. As Wenger (2004) explains, in a knowledge economy, reputation is a crucial 
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asset and sharing knowledge is, therefore, a source of power, providing that one’s social 

community serve as a platform to build a reputation. Hence, SM can indeed help the company to 

build a reputation, but at the same time, knowledge protection has to ensure that reputation does 

not suffer from the disclosure of confidential information. Ford and Staples (2010) emphasize 

that misunderstanding or the misuse of knowledge by a recipient could variously result in 

organizational harm, loss of profits, or harm the informer’s reputation if noted as the original 

source of the knowledge. Based on our findings, SM makes it more complicated to differentiate 

between harm to the reputation of the company and harm to the reputation of the individual. 

Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) advise companies to integrate SM and traditional media, since both 

are part of the corporate image. This raises the question as to what role SM plays in the company.  

5.1.3 Management challenges 

As discussed in previous research, SM is used to cross boundaries to communicate with 

customers. In this context, we want to emphasize the difficulty answering the question of who in 

the company is allowed to share information in SM. Kuikka and Äkkinen (2011) regard this as 

the “authorization challenge” in relation to the adoption and use of SM in organizations. 

Defining that employee X is allowed to communicate in SM (e.g., with customers), but employee 

Y is not, is possible in cases where the company actively uses a certain SM forum to interact 

with its customers. However, in comparison to more traditional media (where it is somewhat 

easier to define who is allowed to make statements on behalf of the company), practically anyone 

in the company can share and disclose information about the company and interact with 

customers in SM. The private use of SM is very common. Furthermore, since it is nearly 

impossible for the company to observe what employees post during their private use of SM; 
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based on our findings, this is one of the major challenges for knowledge protection in SM. We 

will discuss the merging of professional and private identity in more detail in Section 5.2.  

Although the initial impression regarding the collection of information about the company in 

SM is that it is not a knowledge protection challenge, it is strongly correlated when analyzing the 

case of SM in detail. Specifically, the easily collectible information in SM makes it possible for 

companies to use SM as a source of information. As Klamma et al. (2007) demonstrate, software 

tools provide a means to collect information automatically from blogs and other SM sites. 

Furthermore, the company might not want employee comments on company matters in SM, 

which goes back to the question of who is actually allowed to share information in SM, and 

raises the question of with whom is one allowed to share information in SM. Since with SM, the 

content is posted in a public community, Cao et al. (2012) argue that knowledge shared and 

exchanged via SM differs from that of traditional media. This makes information easily 

collectible. From the perspective of a company that wants to collect information, this is an 

opportunity, but for a company that wants to protect knowledge, this characteristic of SM 

represents a challenge (see Section 5.1.1).  

Whether a company pursues a specific goal using SM (customer service, advertising, information 

collection, etc.) also influences the legitimacy of using SM at the workplace. The question of 

when employees are allowed to share information in SM—during work-time, or only during their 

own free-time—is related to the management challenge of the legitimacy of SM use at the 

workplace. This question is also strongly correlated to the generation transition (Section 5.2).. 

Since they are intertwined with and affect each other, knowledge protection challenges and 

challenges arising from the characteristics of SM as a new form of media are not straightforward 

matters. Therefore, to even consider knowledge protection issues related to SM, the company 
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first has to answer the questions what role does SM play in the company, and who is responsible 

for SM in the company. Wasko and Faraj (2000) present three perspectives on knowledge-

strategies: 1) knowledge as object, 2) knowledge embedded in people, and 3) knowledge 

embedded in the community. How a company sees knowledge will probably influence its 

attitude toward employee use of SM for sharing information. A company that sees knowledge as 

an object, where ownership of knowledge lies with the company, might see SM as a real threat, 

since people can easily distribute valuable company knowledge. Companies that see knowledge 

as embedded in people might see it as useful for improving communication between experts. For 

companies that see knowledge embedded in the community, SM probably represents a welcome 

tool for creating and sharing knowledge. Therefore, whether and how a company allows the use 

of SM from a knowledge protection perspective will also depend on how the company perceives 

knowledge. Similarly, each employee’s view of knowledge has an influence on how that 

employee behaves in SM. Therefore, when considering how to respond to knowledge protection 

challenges in SM, the company also should consider the possibility that each employee might 

understand knowledge differently. Future research on knowledge protection could focus in more 

detail on the effects different views of knowledge have on knowledge protection challenges. 

Kuikka and Äkkinen (2011) identify the “ownership challenge” and advise companies who want 

to use SM to define who is responsible for SM. Our findings indicate this is a relevant question 

in the context of knowledge protection in SM. In Section 5.1, although we only discussed a few 

examples of how different questions related to knowledge protection challenges arise, these 

questions relate to a number of knowledge protection challenges. Furthermore, it also appears 

that these questions are relevant for knowledge sharing policies, and should be considered in 

overall knowledge management initiatives.  
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5.2 Special characteristics of SM create knowledge protection challenges 

Our study identified several characteristics of SM, which are possible causes of knowledge 

protection challenges. These include information distribution speed, blurry audience, merging of 

professional and private identity, easily collectible information, and generation transition. The 

previous section briefly discussed blurry audience, information distribution speed, and easily 

collectible information. In this section, we focus on the identity challenge and generation 

transition characteristics, which are closely related.  

During empirical data analysis, we realized that SM in organizations must be examined from two 

very different perspectives: 1) SM can be a tool to share knowledge about the organization and to 

create knowledge, and 2) it is also used privately by employees. The latter perspective is 

interesting from a knowledge protection perspective, especially in the light of generation 

transition and the merging of professional and private identity. As Levy (2009) points out, the 

younger generation already uses Web 2.0 tools (i.e., SM), and therefore expects SM to be 

available at the workplace. Indeed, they find it natural to use SM. This generation transition 

represents an immense challenge for knowledge protection and knowledge management in 

general. The younger generation’s attitude toward sharing information in SM often differs from 

that of the older generation (Barzilai-Nahon and Mason 2010). Kuikka and Äkkinen (2011) 

identified the attitude challenge (challenges arising from employees’ different attitudes toward 

the legitimacy of using SM at work) in the situation where a company wants to use SM. We 

expand these findings by demonstrating that different attitudes toward SM and what can and 

what cannot be shared in SM, are also related to the generation transition. Conversely, for older 

employees, it might be easier to understand that certain organization-related knowledge should 

not be shared in SM. Vodanovich et al. (2010) point out that the younger generation, so-called 

digital natives, are less cautious with personal information and therefore more vulnerable to 
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threats and risks that the internet and related technologies pose. Digital natives might not fully 

appreciate how their information could be misused, and therefore might take risks that the older 

generation would avoid. Our study indicated that this is also a danger in SM (see Int 7–2, Figure 

2). On the other hand, young people might be better aware of the blurry audience in SM, and the 

speed with which information can spread in SM, since they have grown up with this type of 

media (Barzilai-Nahon and Mason 2010). This means that organizations also have to consider 

that different knowledge protection challenges might arise from the older employee generation 

than from the younger generation. 

The concept of “digital natives,” developed and discussed by Vodanovich et al. (2010), offers an 

interesting perspective of the merging of professional and private identity. Vodanovich et al. 

(2010) argue that previous research on information systems focused on so-called digital 

immigrants who use information systems mainly in the office for professional reasons. However, 

there is a lack of studies on the new generation of employees entering the workplace, the digital 

natives who use ubiquitous information systems for both professional and personal purposes at 

both the office and at home. Our findings build on those of Vodanovich et al. (2010) by 

demonstrating that this represents special challenges in the context of SM, where the merging of 

professional and private identity is prevailing since SM is also widely used by employees for 

private communication and knowledge sharing outside the office and at home. Furthermore, our 

study shows that the employee’s role in the company has a significant impact on whether a 

statement published in SM is interpreted as a statement of the company or of a higher person—

the higher the position in the company, the more difficult it is to keep statements made under 

personal and private identity apart (see also Blindref 2012). Our findings further expand on those 

of Vodanovich et al. (2010) by showing that the merging of professional and private identity is 
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not only dependent on the generation to which an employee belongs, but also on the role that 

person has in a company. Therefore, if SM is used within companies to improve knowledge 

creation and sharing, we believe that the company has to be especially thorough in making 

certain that employees indeed understand that in the employees’ private use of SM, no 

information and opinions about the company should be shared.  

6 Conclusions 

This paper examined data collected in a qualitative case study in eleven companies to determine 

which challenges arise in social media for a company’s information and knowledge protection 

efforts, and why they arise. The main contribution of this study is a framework of knowledge 

protection challenges arising from social media, which increases understanding of the connection 

between different challenges, and raises the questions companies should answer when attempting 

to protect knowledge in the age of social media. We want to emphasize three findings. First, 

certain challenges identified in connection to social media represent specific challenges for 

knowledge protection. These include information security, reputation, and management 

challenges. Second, we identified a number of special characteristics of social media as a new 

form of media: information distribution speed, blurry audience, merging of professional and 

private identity, easily collectible information, and generation transition. These characteristics 

help explain why knowledge protection challenges arise specifically in connection to SM. Third, 

a number of questions that arise in relation to knowledge protection in social media were 

identified. These questions represent possible direction for future research, and can help 

companies respond to the different knowledge protection challenges.  

The study also has practical implications. In addition to dealing with the challenges arising 

from employees’ private social media use, our framework can assist companies in evaluating the 
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challenges for knowledge protection if they want to use social media to communicate with 

customers. Our findings provide companies a tool to create better knowledge protection policies 

concerning SM use. We believe that answering the questions that arose in relation to the 

knowledge protection challenges can help organizations achieve greater success in their 

knowledge protection efforts, and to evaluate possible use of SM in the company for knowledge 

creation and sharing across organizational boundaries.  

Our study has several limitations. We did not study knowledge protection challenges of 

companies using SM in open innovation activities, or who use SM only within their own 

organizational boundaries for knowledge sharing and creation. Therefore, the results of our study 

do not automatically apply in those cases and they would need separate testing. We attempted to 

obtain more generalized insight by studying companies from a number of different industries 

(both public and private sector). However, the study was conducted in only one European 

country, which represents a limitation. In this research, we focused specifically on knowledge 

protection from an organizational perspective, but not on the effects of lacking knowledge 

protection for an individual person. Furthermore, we focused on the behavioral aspects rather 

than the technological means of knowledge protection. This also represents a research limitation.  

Future research could further examine the effect the type of organization and the role SM plays 

in the organization have on knowledge protection challenges. A company that actively uses SM 

and encourages their employees to participate in SM might experience different knowledge 

protection challenges than a company denying the use of SM. We found indications that both our 

framework and our findings are relevant from the perspective of knowledge sharing. For 

example, challenges from a knowledge protection perspective—information distribution speed 

and easily collectable information—represent opportunities from a knowledge sharing 
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perspective. Conversely, generation transition, merging of professional and private identity, and 

blurry audience, equally represent challenges for knowledge creation and knowledge sharing 

efforts. Future research could also examine, in more detail, the dilemma for companies who have 

to evaluate the possibilities SM represents to knowledge sharing on the one hand, and the 

challenges SM represents for knowledge protection on the other. As our findings also appear to 

be relevant from a knowledge creation and sharing perspective, future research could take these 

findings and evaluate their implications for general knowledge management.  
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FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
Table 1. Knowledge protection challenges and special characteristics of SM as a new form of 
media 
Knowledge protection challenges Characteristics of SM as a 

new form of media 
Information security challenges 
• Identity theft, scams, and phishing (Gross and Acquisti 2005; 

Malik and Malik 2011) 
• Disclosure of confidential information (Blakley et al. 2001; 

Skeels and Grudin 2009) 

• Information distribution speed 
• Blurry audience 
• Merging of private and 

professional identity (Dhillon 
and Blackhouse 2001; Kuikka 
and Äkkinen 2011; Light et al. 
2008) 

• Easily collectible information 
• Generation transition 

Reputation challenge (Blakley et al. 2001; Aula 2010; Kuikka and 
Äkkinen 2011) 

Management challenges 
• Crossing boundaries with SM (Skeels and Grudin 2009) 
• Communicate with customers/peers (Kuikka and Äkkinen 
2011) 
• Collect information about company 

• Legitimacy of using SM at workplace (Skeels and Grudin 2009) 
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Table 2. Questions arising from and helping to respond to knowledge protection challenges  
Question  Examples of related knowledge protection challenges 
What role does SM play in 
the company? 

Crossing boundaries with SM, Legitimacy of using SM at the workplace: 
Does the company want to use SM in its operations, e.g., to communicate 
with customers?  

What kind of information 
can be shared in SM? 

Disclosure of confidential information, Reputation challenge: Is there 
certain information that should or that cannot be shared, e.g., because of 
either improving or harming the company’s reputation, or because of 
revealing information the company does not want to share?  

Who is allowed to share 
information in SM? 

Legitimacy of using SM at the workplace: Is SM use allowed or forbidden, 
is it restricted to only certain persons? 

With whom is one allowed 
to share information in 
SM? 

Disclosure of confidential information, Reputation challenge, Crossing 
boundaries with SM: Can every employee share information with 
customers, or just specifically assigned employees? Is there information 
that can be shared e.g., with colleagues, but not with people outside the 
company? 

As to whom is one allowed 
to share information in 
SM? 

Communicate with customers and peers: When sharing information with 
e.g., customers, should employees take the role of a representative of the 
company or can they share information as a private person, too? 

When is one allowed to 
share information in SM? 

Legitimacy of using SM at the workplace: If SM is not a tool used by the 
company, are employees allowed to use SM at the workplace?  

Is one sharing information 
with whom they think they 
are? 

Identity theft, scams, and phishing: Does someone try to get information 
from employees under another person’s identity? Are employees aware of 
who has access to information they shared in SM?  

Who is responsible for SM 
in the company? 

Management challenges: Are responsibilities concerning SM clear in the 
company? Who is responsible for answering these SM-related questions? 
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Figure 1. Information security challenges of SM. 
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Figure 2. Reputation challenges of SM. 
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Figure 3. Management challenges of SM. 
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Figure 4. Framework of knowledge protection challenges arising from SM as a new form of 
media.  
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